
                                                

                                                                                                        

                                      
   

Florida Coast Magazine - 

Florida Business, Luxury & Lifestyle

Welcome to Magazine InFlorida - Florida Coast Magazine. We are the ultimate visual voice
capturing the community, businesses, and diverse lifestyles of the people living, visiting,
and enjoying the recreational and cultural activities In Jupiter, Florida will now reach all of
Palm  Beach  and  Martin  Counties.  Providing  print  and  digital  versions, Florida  Coast
Magazine features  captivating  articles  with  the  latest  trends  and  happenings  revolving
around Florida’s most beautiful beachside communities and vacation destinations. 

         

             As Good As It Gets....

                           Your international legal choice

                                                  ©Ms. Attorney Vera Mueller

Today we appreciate to introduce you to Ms. Attorney Vera Mueller leading a young and
innovative  international  law firm in  FL.  Ms Attorney  Mueller  provides her offices in
Germany  (Berlin)  and  her  US  office  in  Florida  (Miami)  and  mainly  practices  in
international legal cases. The law firm stands for an absolute peculiarity as the clients
looking for legal help in internationally connected cases between the US and Germany
find it both here out of court and for judicial proceedings. We had the opportunity to
meet Ms.  Mueller  personally  for  an interview in her location  in  Miami and took the
chance to ask her a few questions ... 
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(InFlorida) Ms.  Mueller,  you have decided on a very unusual path when you opened
another office in Florida in addition to your law practice in Germany in order to be active
in international proceedings linked between US and Germany Tell us a little bit about
yourself. What was your inspiration for that? 

(Att. Ms.Mueller) Thank you for your visit, happy to see you here again! 
Actually I get asked that question very often! There was no concrete single inspiration,
on the contrary, I was interested in many things from the start, both in terms of my
profession and the different branches of law practice as well as my private life which is
also very diverse. I also love the United States in every angle – so it was clear to me
that very shortly after founding my law firm in Berlin I would extend to the US for the
future and also stay there. 

(InFlorida)  It  sounds as if  you have planned your private  and professional  life  very
focused that you can practice both in beautiful Florida and enjoy private life at the same
time ... 

(Att.Ms.Mueller) Absolutely, that's how it is, I love to work here and do business, have
international clients and on the other hand, to constantly develop myself, to live and
enjoy it here. That is for me as well what the US are about - you work hard and inspired
and enjoy your personal dream. For me here is absolute paradise to combine the best
of everything. 

(InFlorida)  Great  said!  If  you  can  recover  privately  from  your  work  -   which  legal
proceedings or cases are,  above all,  on your work desk right now? Did the current
Corona-pandemic change anything in legal practice? 

(Att.Ms.Mueller) This is very versatile, we are mainly active in international private law,
criminal law, real estate and property law, labour law and as a major focus of mine on
international family law. This area is very diverse and exquisite, always challenging and
individual and, above all, very interesting to me. The current situation did not change in
general, you see even more problems in every aspect of life of people now and cases
get also more emotional in any aspect but overall, there is no specific change as we are
always occupied and confrontated by lots of different situations.

(InFlorida) That sounds very interesting. As we can see there is a lot of additional work
and effort put into your law office to represent and defend international cases. Can you
tell us a little about your focus in international family law? What is it about? Just to have
a shortly overview for our readers...



(Att.Ms.Mueller)  Yes sure.  Our clients  come to us especially  in  complicated custody
disputes  across  national  borders,  contact  and  visitation  orders,  juridical  disputes,
international  divorces and following orders (mostly with reference to Germany),  but
increasingly and especially in this Corona pandemic year also due to international child
abductions and kidnapping which unfortunately increased again. So the variety is very
complex. We are happy to clarify all legal information of the individual case as part of
the initial consultation so that we can definitely go into detail and initiate the best legal
steps for our clients. 

(InFlorida)  Thank  you  for  this  brief  introduction  Ms.  Attorney  Mueller!  Interested
readers are welcome to find out more on the firm's website and find all other contact
details and information there.  We wish you all  the best  for your future and best  of
health in these times! 

(Att.Ms.Mueller) Thank you for the interview and have a great day, stay safe! 
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